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IFLR1000 Recognizes Cahill as a Leading Law Firm in 2015 Rankings
Date: 10/24/14
The 2015 edition of the IFLR1000 - The Guide to the World's Leading Financial Law Firms has ranked
Cahill Gordon & Reindel LLP as a leading law firm nationally in bank lending and debt and equity capital
markets, including the only Tier 1 ranking in high yield debt for the fifth consecutive year. Eleven Cahill
partners have also been ranked as leading lawyers in the new edition.
Ranked as the sole firm in Tier 1 nationally in the high yield debt table, IFLR1000 reported “For yet another
year, Cahill maintains its largely undisputed position as the leader of high-yield debt transactions. Its depth
of experience and expertise in this area are virtually unrivalled,” and cited clients commenting “They’re
sharper than anybody else on the state of the market. The quality of the lawyers, the depth of the bench is
impressive. They’re very commercial, and helpful about figuring out commercial solutions. They’re able to
face off against the most challenging and sophisticated of my clients.”
The guide also reported, “The firm perfectly grasps the intersection of capital markets and acquisition
finance…Outside the high-yield context, the firm has ridden high on the wave of equity capital markets
propelled by robust IPO activity in recent months,” and cited clients commenting “They’re probably one of
the most responsive firms on the street. They have some great partners, and they are a great resource to
have working with you.”
Now in its 25th annual edition, the IFLR1000 recommends only the best law firms advising on corporate
finance in more than 120 countries. The results of the research are based on extensive and rigorous
independent research that includes data relating to firms, interviews, client and competitor feedback and
market analysis from the past twelve months. A description of the selection methodology can be found
at: http://www.iflr1000.com/Home/OurResearch.
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